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About This Guide

The Oracle Express Server Unix SQL Guide describes how to use
embedded SQL in Express  programs when developing an application in
Oracle Express Server  (hereinafter referred to as “Express Server”). It is
intended primarily for applications developers who are familiar with
programming techniques in Express. However, some basic Express
concepts are also explained to help readers whose expertise is in
relational systems rather than Express Server and the Express language.

Your Express Documentation
The Express Server Unix SQL Guide is divided into two parts.

Part One explains the basics of issuing SQL commands from Express
Server. You will learn how to fetch data from relational tables into
Express dimensions and variables. You will also learn how to copy data
from Express Server into relational tables.

Part Two provides explicit information about using the various supported
relational database management systems. That information concerns
development areas in SQL that were not covered by the ANSI standards,
such as communications, data types, stored procedures, and language
extensions.
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Related Documentation
This manual is part of a comprehensive document set that also includes:

Express Language Reference — Explains the syntax and usage of the
commands, functions, and options that make up the Express language.

Express Language Help — Presents the syntax of the commands,
functions, and options that make up the Express language.

Express API Guide — Explains how to use the Express Application
Programming Interface to create client Windows  applications that
interact with an Express process running as a server.

Personal Express User’s Guide — Explains how to write programs
and build custom applications in Personal Express .

Personal Express Communications Guide — Explains how to write
Express programs that communicate between Personal Express and
Oracle Express Server.

Personal Express Installation — Provides installation instructions and
explains how to configure your system to support Personal Express.

Oracle Express Server User’s Guide — Explains how to write
programs and build custom applications in Oracle Express Server.

Oracle Express Server Installation — Provides installation
instructions and explains how to configure your system to support
Oracle Express Server. Each platform has a separate installation
booklet.

Conventions
This manual uses a set of terms, symbols, and typographic conventions to
categorize specific information. Familiarity with these conventions will
help you use this manual more effectively.

The following icons are used in this manual.
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Icon Meaning

A procedure that you should follow to complete a task

References to other manuals or other sections of this
manual

You will find the following text conventions in this manual.

Convention Usage

UPPERCASE text Indicates directory names, file names, operating
system commands, Express commands and
objects, and acronyms.

Courier  text Indicates examples and anything that you must
type exactly as it appears. For example, if you
are asked to type show eversion , you would
type all the characters shown in Courier font
exactly as they are printed.

boldface text Indicates menu items, command buttons,
options, and field names.

italic text Indicates variables, including variable text.
Variable text is used when dialog boxes or their
components are unlabeled or have labels that
change dynamically based on their current
context. The wording of variable text does not
exactly match what you see on your screen.

Italic type is also used for emphasis and for
titles of documents.
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Chapter 1

Beyond Transaction
Processing

Many businesses use relational databases to store their corporate data.
Relational databases offer an efficient method of recording and storing
vast amounts of information using an interface created in Structured
Query Language (or SQL, usually pronounced “sequel”). SQL is the
ANSI-standard programming language for relational databases.

Relational databases are best suited to recording individual transactions
rather than, for example, comparing groups of transactions over a period
of time. A database designed primarily for online transaction processing
(OLTP) does not lend itself easily to the analysis of that information. To
support analytical processing, other facilities are needed, such as
multidimensional databases and online analytical processing (OLAP)
tools.

Oracle Express Server  databases are designed specifically to support
analytical processing and are able to use data from relational databases.
One way for you to populate a database built using Oracle Express Server
(hereinafter referred to as “Express Server”) is by fetching data from a
relational database. Using an Express Server database, corporate decision
makers have access to information that can change the way their company
does business.

Once the data is stored in an Express Server database, you can use the
powerful data manipulation features of the Express command language to
access that data . With a few Express commands, you can pose
multidimensional queries such as, “In the New England sales region, how
did actual sales of our new product line compare to our forecasts for the
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first quarter?” The Express language offers a much simpler and intuitive
way of making analytical data queries than SQL.

Moreover, with an appropriate communications link, you can access the
data with Personal Express  software running on your PC. You can
choose from a variety of user interface tools in  Personal Express. Among
them is Oracle Express Analyzer , which runs in the fully graphical
environment of Microsoft Windows . Using Oracle Express Analyzer,
you can easily select the data you want and display it in a variety of table
and graph formats. Instead of using a command language to formulate
data queries, you use Windows point-and-click technology. You can
either maintain an active communications link between your PC and host
computer so that Personal Express can access data as needed from a
remote database, or you can download the data from the host computer to
a PC or local area network (LAN) server.

You can also update the tables in a relational database using data stored in
Express Server. After using Express Server to analyze data fetched from a
relational database, you might develop sales forecasts in Express Server
and wish to insert that data in a relational table.

In this chapter, you will learn about the relational and multidimensional
database models. You will need to understand their differences and
similarities so that you can create useful database structures in Express
Server from tables in your relational database. You will also learn about
the information you need to gather and the decisions you need to make
before starting to build an Express Server database. The sample relational
database used throughout this guide as the basis for all examples will also
be introduced.

Note: Both SQL and Express are extensive programming languages. You
will not learn the nuances of either one by reading this guide, except for
the limited context of copying data between an Express Server database
and a relational database. To acquire the necessary level of skill in these
languages, you should study the documentation provided with the
relational database manager system you are using, and the general
Express documentation listed in “About This Guide.”
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Differences in Database Models
A relational database stores information in tables organized by rows and
columns. Each table contains a column or a combination of columns
whose values uniquely identify each row. These unique values are called
primary keys and help ensure the integrity of the data. When the values in
a column match the values of another table’s primary key, that column is
called a foreign key. Relationships between tables are established through
primary and foreign keys. You can select columns of data from different
tables and view them together as long as the tables are related in this way.

In contrast, Express Server stores information in multidimensional data
variables. A data variable contains information that quantifies a particular
aspect of your business. For example, you might record sales data in
dollars (a Sales variable) and units (a Units variable). All of the data in a
variable represent the same unit of measurement. Your business might
have several ways of measuring its transactions — through dollars, units,
percentages, and so on — and each one will be stored in its own variable.

A dimension is a list of values that provide identifiers for the data, such as
its products, geographies, and time periods. These identifiers are called
dimension values. For example, the Time dimension might have monthly
dimension values such as January 1996, February 1996, and so forth.

Each cell in a variable represents a unique combination of dimension
values. The Sales variable might have three dimensions listing products,
geographic areas, and time periods. One cell might represent sales for an
8MM camcorder (the product) in the Boston area (the geographic area)
for July 1996 (the time period).

The data from the Sales variable can be displayed in a multiple-page table
in which each page represents a slice of data along the time dimension.
Users can easily “rotate” the data so that the data slices are along a
different dimension, simply by altering the order of the dimensions in the
Express command for displaying the variable.

Variables with one or more dimensions in common can be analyzed and
viewed together. The data is typically displayed in table or graph format.
For example, you would probably define Sales and Units variables with
the same dimensions. You could select the products, geographic areas,
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and time periods that interest you and view the data from both variables
together.

Designing an Express Server
Database

Database design is often considered to be more art than science, and there
is no easy formula for translating a relational database into a
multidimensional database. The more familiar you are with Express,
however, the easier it will be to see how different columns in a table
correspond to various Express structures. With that in mind, here are
some tips on how to proceed before you get involved with the
technicalities of copying data between different database architectures.

Acquire a diagram of the relational database that identifies the table
names, the relations between tables, the primary and foreign key
columns, and the column names.

Learn what types of queries prospective users of the database want to
make. You should know which data they want to analyze and at what
level of detail they need this data.

Find out at which levels the data is stored in the relational database. If
the data needs to be aggregated to the desired level of detail, decide
whether you want SQL or Express to perform the aggregation.
Generally, you should use SQL to perform simple aggregations, using
the GROUP BY clause in a SELECT statement.

Identify the variables that you want to create in your Express Server
database. Locate the table and column names where this information
resides in the relational database. Also note the exact data type of
each column. Keep in mind that most data variables contain numeric
data that typically appears in the body of a table or graph.

Identify the dimensions that you need to define these data variables.
Locate the table and column names where this information resides in
the relational database. Also note the exact data type of each column.
The key columns in a relational database serve the same function as
the dimensions in an Express Server database. Dimension values
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typically appear as labels identifying the rows and columns of a table
or the tick marks of a graph.

Data selection and retrieval in Express Server is quicker when the
dimension values are short. If codes are available in the relational
database, you should use them for dimension values. You should store
the longer descriptive labels in a text variable and use them for
display only.

Determine whether the data is sparse at the proposed level of
aggregation. Sparsity means that no data exists for many cells of the
multidimensional cube. Sales and marketing databases are frequently
sparse for very predictable reasons. Typically, only a relatively small
number of products are distributed in any one market, and new
products do not have the historical data recorded for older products.

The more aggregate the data, the less sparse it will be. However, you
might want to further reduce sparsity by creating a conjoint
dimension, often just called a “conjoint.” A conjoint is a dimension
derived from one or more base dimensions. (A base dimension is
either a simple dimension or another conjoint used to define the
conjoint dimension.) Each value of a conjoint is a combination of
values from each base dimension. The conjoint only contains those
combinations for which there is data.

Define the database objects, such as dimensions and variables, in your
Express Server database. In doing this, you must decide which
dimensions you want to be the fastest and slowest varying. This is an
important decision since it will affect the ongoing performance of the
database.

Databases that are updated frequently are often optimized for loading
data. If this is your goal, you should define Express variables so that
the order of the dimensions reflects the way the data is stored in the
relational tables.

Other databases are optimized for data analysis and reporting. For this
type of database, the variables should be defined so that the dimension
order reflects the way most users are going to view the data most of
the time. In a typical table, the values of the fastest-varying dimension
should label the columns and the values of the slowest-varying
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dimension should label individual pages. The values of the other
dimensions label the rows.

When defining a variable, specify the fastest-varying dimension first
and the slowest varying dimension last. However, when you fetch
data from a relational table to populate a multidimensional variable,
fetch the slowest-varying dimension first.

The Sample Database
The sample relational database used in this guide contains corporate data
for a fictitious electronics company. All of the examples are derived from
four tables: Stores, Products, Shipments, and Shipments_Detail. The
following examples show selected data from these tables as displayed
using SQL*Plus from Oracle Corporation.

The Stores table has a row for each retail outlet. The STORE_ID column
is the primary key and uniquely identifies each store. The following table
shows sample data from three columns of the Stores table.

SQL> select store_id, store_name, city from stores;

STORE_ID STORE_NAME            CITY
-------- --------------------- ------------
G4       Sears                 Boston
G5       Cambridge Sound       Cambridge
G6       New England Stereo    Boston
G7       Tweeter               Burlington
G8       Tweeter               Nashua
            .
            .
            .

The Products table contains a row with information about each product.
The PROD_ID column is the primary key and uniquely identifies each
product.

SQL> select * from products;
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PROD_ID    PROD_NAME              SUGGESTED_PRICE
---------- ---------------------- ---------------
P9         CD Player                       248.95
P10        Receiver                        298.95
P11        Amplifier                       189.95
P12        Cassette Deck                   159.95
P15        Color TV                        499.95
P16        B & W TV                         74.95
P17        Portable TV                     169.95
P19        Standard VCR                    179.95
P20        Stereo VCR                      289.95
P22        VHS Camcorders                  599.95
P23        8MM Camcorders                  799.95
            .
            .
            .

The Shipments table contains a row for each purchase order. The
ORDER_NO column is the primary key. The STORE_ID column is a
foreign key and contains store identification numbers listed in the
STORE_ID column of the Stores table, shown earlier. However, the same
store identification numbers can appear in numerous rows, once for each
order placed by a particular retail outlet. In the following sample of data
from the Shipments table, store G16 appears twice. The STORE_ID
columns of the Shipments and Stores tables create a relationship between
the two tables.

SQL> select * from shipments;

ORDER_NO     STORE_ID CUST_PO           TIMESTAMP
------------ -------- ---------------   ---------
OR25         G6       2FD963718         12-MAR-96
OR26         G20      2243-3122-05      12-MAR-96
OR27         G21      379711            12-MAR-96
OR28         G11      2332628347        12-MAR-96
OR29         G13      786219190         19-MAR-96
OR30         G16      163222            19-MAR-96
OR31         G19      41311A            26-MAR-96
OR32         G12      CED43567          26-MAR-96
OR33         G16      166884            26-MAR-96
              .
              .
              .
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The Shipments_Detail table identifies the quantity and type of items
ordered. In this table, the primary key is composed of two columns,
ORDER_NO and PROD_ID. The ORDER_NO column is also a foreign
key containing values from the ORDER_NO column of the Shipments
table. The ORDER_NO columns of the Shipments and Shipments_Detail
tables create a relationship between these two tables.

Likewise, the PROD_ID column is also a foreign key containing values
from the PROD_ID column of the Products table. The PROD_ID
columns of the Products and Shipments_Detail tables create a relationship
between these two tables.

SQL> select * from shipments_detail where units < 100;

ORDER_NO     PROD_ID    UNITS      SELLING_PRICE
------------ ---------- ---------- -------------
OR51         P10        54         14528.97
OR51         P11        73         12479.71
OR51         P12        76         10940.58
OR51         P19        59          9555.35
OR51         P23        83         59756.27
OR51         P24        55         32172.52
OR52         P9         76         17028.18
OR52         P11        74         12650.67
OR52         P17        84         12848.22
OR52         P22        53         28617.62
OR53         P10        69         18564.79
              .
              .
              .

Following is a diagram of the database. The primary keys are shaded and
the relationships between tables are identified by arrows between them.
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The examples in this guide use these tables to create an Express data
variable named V.UNITS. It is dimensioned by a Geography and Product
conjoint dimension and a Time dimension. While the order number is
critically important to the relational database for tracking individual sales,
in this example, it is not an important factor from the standpoint of
analytical processing.

Since the relational tables provide codes for both stores and products, the
Geography and Product dimensions use these codes as their dimension
values. The full names for the stores and products are stored in separate
text variables so that they are available for labeling the data in tables and
graphs, but are not used for storing and selecting data.

The values for the Geography dimension are fetched from the STORE_ID
column of the Stores table. The Geography dimension has all store
identifications numbers since they are obtained from a primary key. The
following Express commands show the object definition for the GEOG
dimension and a sample of its values.

->describe geog

DEFINE GEOG DIMENSION TEXT
LD All stores

->limit geog to first 5
->report geog

GEOG
--------------
G11
G12
G13
G14
G15

The Product dimension also acquires its values from a primary key to get
a complete list of all products. The product values are fetched from the
PROD_ID column of the Products table. The following Express
commands show the object definition for the PROD dimension and a
sample of its values.
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->describe prod

DEFINE PROD DIMENSION TEXT
LD All products

->limit prod to first 8
->report prod

PROD
--------------
P10
P11
P12
P15
P16
P17
P19
P20

The conjoint dimension values are fetched from foreign key columns in
the Shipments and Shipments_Detail tables to obtain only combinations
of Geography dimension (i.e., store) and Product dimension values for
which there is data. Otherwise, the conjoint would not fully solve the
problem of sparsity in the data, because few stores, if any, order every
product.

->limit geogprod to first 12
->report geogprod

------GEOGPROD-------
   GEOG       PROD
---------- ----------
G7         P10
G7         P11
G7         P12
G7         P15
G7         P16
G7         P17
G7         P19
G7         P20
G11        P10
G11        P11
G11        P12
G11        P15
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Time dimension values are fetched from the TIMESTAMP column of the
Shipments table. Notice the difference in the format of the date values
from the relational table after being converted into weekly values in the
TIME dimension.

->describe time

DEFINE TIME DIMENSION WEEK ENDING SATURDAY
LD Time dimension

->limit time to last 8
->report time

TIME
--------------
W6.95
W7.95
W8.95
W9.95
W10.95
W11.95
W12.95
W13.95

The number of items sold is fetched from the UNITS column of the
Shipments_Detail table and stored in a variable named V.UNITS. This
variable is dimensioned by the GEOGPROD conjoint and TIME.

->describe v.units

DEFINE V.UNITS VARIABLE SHORTINTEGER <GEOGPROD TIME>
LD Units sold

->report down geogprod across time: v.units

                      -V.UNITS--
------GEOGPROD------- ---TIME---
   GEOG       PROD      W3.96
---------- ---------- ----------
G11        P10               455
G11        P11               854
G11        P12               347
G11        P15               530
G11        P16               436
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The F.UNITS formula expands the data stored in V.UNITS to display the
stores and products as individual dimension values. In the following
example, product values identify the rows of data and time periods
identify the columns. Each geographic area (store) appears in a separate
table.

->describe f.units

DEFINE F.UNITS FORMULA SHORTINTEGER <GEOG PROD TIME>
EQ v.units

->report down prod across time: f.units

GEOG: G7
               ------------F.UNITS-------------
               --------------TIME--------------
PROD             W3.96      W8.96      W11.96
-------------- ---------- ---------- ----------
P10                   185        137        127
P11                   153        153        155

GEOG: G11
               ------------F.UNITS-------------
               --------------TIME--------------
PROD             W3.96      W8.96      W11.96
-------------- ---------- ---------- ----------
P10                   455         NA        180
P11                   854         NA        773

You can easily rotate a multidimensional data cube for different types of
analysis. In the next example, products identify the rows and stores
identify the columns. Each time period appears in a separate table. The
data is much easier to identify because it is displayed this time using the
full descriptive labels for time periods, stores, and products.

->report group labels.t w 20 down labels.p -
Continue>across labels.g: f.units
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January 20th, 1996
                     ------------F.UNITS-------------
                     --------------GEOG--------------
                     Sams Club  Tweeter -  Wal-Mart -
LABELS.P             - New York Burlington  New York
-------------------- ---------- ---------- ----------
Receiver                    455        185        166
Amplifier                   854        153         63
Cassette Deck               347         63        175
Color TV                    530        127        129
B & W TV                    436        189        134
Portable TV                 217         64        174
Standard VCR                670        170        110
Stereo VCR                  813        161        151

The following table provides a summary of the Express structures that
will be created from the relational database described earlier in this
chapter.

Express Object Created From

Geography dimension (GEOG) STORE_ID column of Stores table

Product dimension (PROD) PROD_ID column of Products table

Geography-Product conjoint
(GEOGPROD)

STORE_ID column of Shipments
table and PROD_ID of
Shipments_Detail table

Time dimension (TIME) TIMESTAMP column of Shipments
table

Units variable dimensioned by
GEOGPROD and TIME
(V.UNITS)

UNITS column of Shipments_Detail
table

Geography Labels variable
dimensioned by GEOG
(LABELS.G)

STORE_NAME column of Stores
table

Product labels variable
dimensioned by PROD
(LABELS.P)

PROD_NAME column of Products
table
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Chapter 2

Using Embedded SQL

SQL is an ANSI-standard language. It consists of statements that retrieve,
delete, insert, change, and manipulate data stored in tables. In many
relational management systems, you can issue SQL statements
interactively or embed them in a host language such as C. Similarly, you
can use this “embedded SQL” in your Express programs as well as
execute many SQL commands interactively from the Express Server
command line. In this chapter, you will learn the basics of using
embedded SQL in Express programs.

Express Server can send and receive commands from several different
SQL servers. All of the basic methods and procedures are the same.
However, there are some differences in the implementation of SQL
between different SQL servers. The differences occur primarily in the
following areas:

Establishing an interactive connection

Defining a transaction or unit of work

Defining and calling stored procedures

Specifying data types

Other differences might also exist, such as the addition of arguments to a
standard SQL statement. Where the implementation of SQL differs, the
support for SQL in Express Server also differs. For example, the syntax
of the CONNECT statement varies among relational systems, so the
syntax of the SQL CONNECT command in Express also varies,
depending on the relational system. All of these differences are discussed
in Part 2 of this guide. Be sure to read the chapter in Part 2 concerning the
relational manager that you are using; otherwise, your information will be
incomplete.
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Issuing SQL Statements in Express
All interaction between Express Server and a SQL server is accomplished
using the SQL command, either at the Express Server arrow prompt or in
a program. The argument for the SQL command is a SQL statement.

SQL sql_statement

You can use almost any SQL statement that you can issue from the
relational manager’s interactive interface. For example, you can create
tables and views, and insert and update rows. One notable exception is
that Express, like many other programming languages, does not support
the SELECT statement. Instead, you must define a cursor within an
Express program, as explained later in this chapter in the section entitled
“Fetching Data into Express Server.”

Wherever you would normally use a double quote ( ") in a SQL statement,
you must use a single quote (') instead, because Express interprets a
double quote as the beginning of a comment.

Express Server evaluates the following SQL statements, either in whole
or in part, before sending them to the SQL server. Be sure to use the
syntax described in this guide, rather than the syntax described in the
documentation for your SQL server.

CONNECT DISCONNECT PREPARE
EXECUTE DECLARE FETCH
OPEN CLOSE

In addition to the SQL command, Express has the following options as
part of its SQL support. Information about these options and examples of
their use are provided throughout this guide.

MAXCURSORS — An integer option that identifies the maximum
number of cursors that can be open simultaneously.

SQLCODE — An integer option that holds the value returned by the
relational manager after the most recently attempted SQL operation.

SQL.DBMS — A text option that identifies the relational manager
you want to use.
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SQLERRM — A text option that contains an explanatory message
after an error has occurred.

SQLMESSAGES — A boolean option that controls whether Express
Server writes SQL error messages to the current output device,
usually the screen.

Making Contact
If you have no previous experience using a particular relational database,
you should begin by trying out the interactive interface provided by the
relational manager. In this way, you can verify that you have the access
permission needed to read from and write to the tables before trying to
access them from within Express Server. You might also need to set some
environment variables and acquire a login ID to access the relational
manager. Your system administrator can help resolve these issues.

You must establish a connection between Express Server and a SQL
server before you can execute SQL commands. The steps are basically the
same for all SQL servers:

 1. Start up Express Server.

 2. Set SQL.DBMS to the SQL server you wish to use.

 3. Issue a CONNECT statement.

The format of the CONNECT statement varies depending on the
relational manager you are attempting to contact. Express accepts these
two basic formats:

SQL CONNECT userid IDENTIFIED BY password

SQL CONNECT [userid] TO environment

Note: Slight variations in the connection procedure exist among the
various relational managers. For this reason, you should refer to the
chapter on the particular relational manager that you wish to use, in the
section entitled “Making Contact,” for the exact connection procedure.
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You can change SQL servers during a single Express Server session by
changing the value of SQL.DBMS and issuing another CONNECT
statement. To disconnect from a relational manager, issue a
DISCONNECT statement. Note that you do not need to disconnect
explicitly. Express Server disconnects you automatically when you exit at
the end of your Express Server session.

To disconnect from a relational manager without exiting from Express
Server, issue the following command:
->sql disconnect

If you can use the interactive interface for a SQL server, but cannot
establish a connection from within Express Server, then SQL support for
that server might not have been installed. SQL support is an option that
must be selected for a particular SQL server during installation of Express
Server. For example, an Express Server installation might support
ORACLE, but no other SQL server. Check with the person who is
responsible for the installation at your site. He or she might need to
reinstall Express Server with the desired SQL support.

Checking for Errors
Although Express Server will signal some SQL errors, it does not
automatically signal an error when the relational manager encounters an
error in a SQL statement . Instead, Express Server provides support for
handling errors returned by the relational manager.

Displaying Errors
When you are issuing SQL commands at the Express Server prompt or
debugging a program, you will probably want all error messages
displayed on your screen. The SQLMESSAGES option controls whether
SQL messages are displayed.

To display SQL messages, issue the following command:
->sqlmessages = yes
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Including Error Checking in Programs
In your programs, you will need to provide the logic for handling SQL
errors. Express provides two options, SQLCODE and SQLERRM, whose
values reflect the SQLCODE and SQLERRM values set by the relational
manager. SQLCODE contains an integer error code number, and
SQLERRM contains the error message.

Your programs should test the value of SQLCODE after every SQL
command to make sure that it executed successfully. The value of
SQLCODE is also a good test for breaking out of a loop. The error code
numbers are typically the following:

0 (zero) after a successful operation.

100 after all requested rows have been fetched.

–1 (or any value that is neither 0 nor 100) after an error.

Examples of how to use these codes are provided throughout this guide.

Defining Transactions
SQL supports transaction processing by enabling you to save or abort a
series of statements that you have defined as a logical unit of work. This
method of processing prevents partial updates; either all statements or
none within the unit of work are executed.

A COMMIT statement saves changes made in the current transaction, and
a ROLLBACK statement discards them. In your programs, you will want
to write the logic so that the program uses COMMIT when it runs
successfully and ROLLBACK when it ends in an error.

Express accepts the following commands for transaction processing:
                         
SQL BEGIN  WORK          
           TRAN[SACTION] 
                         
SQL COMMIT [WORK]

SQL ROLLBACK [WORK]
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Different relational managers have different rules for defining a
transaction. Your relational manager might not require any type of
BEGIN statement, or it might require that you use BEGIN with no
arguments. Refer to the documentation for your relational manager for
this type of information. Also check Part 2 of this guide for specific
information about transaction processing for the relational manager you
are using.

Fetching Data into Express Server
Before writing the code to fetch data into Express Server, you should
write the SELECT statements that will retrieve the data at the level you
want to fetch it into the Express Server database. Use the relational
manager’s interactive interface to test these SQL statements and make
sure that they produce the results you expect. Afterward, you can modify
these SELECT statements for use in your Express programs. Include
ORDER BY clauses where necessary so that the data for
multidimensional variables is fetched with the slowest-varying dimension
values first.

When using SQL interactively, you issue a SELECT command to produce
a table of data. However, most host programming languages, including
Express, must receive the data one row at a time instead of an entire table
at once. For this reason, you cannot issue a simple SQL SELECT
statement interactively in Express. Instead, you define a cursor using
embedded SQL in an Express program. In the context of a query, a cursor
can be thought of as simply a row marker in a table of data resulting from
a query. Instead of receiving the results of a query all at once, your
program receives the results row by row using the cursor.

Several special SQL statements are used to define and use cursors.
Express Server has implemented them for all supported relational
managers, including those that do not support cursors themselves. The
following commands are associated with using cursors. Each command is
discussed in detail in a separate section of this chapter.
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SQL DECLARE CURSOR — Contains a SELECT statement to
identify the data to be retrieved and associates this selection with the
name of a cursor.

SQL OPEN — Opens the cursor so it can be used in a FETCH
statement.

SQL FETCH — Retrieves the data associated with the cursor and
stores it in one or more Express variables.

SQL CLOSE — Closes the cursor so that the program can no longer
access the results of the previous FETCH.

You must declare and open a cursor from within an Express program.
Then you can fetch the data and close the cursor either in the same
program, in a different program, or from the Express Server command
prompt.

Declaring a Cursor
A DECLARE CURSOR statement associates a cursor by name with the
results of a data query. In Express Server, it has the following syntax.

SQL DECLARE cursor-name CURSOR FOR select-statement

A cursor name can consist of 1 to 18 alphanumeric characters or the
symbols @, _, $, or #. A name containing @, $, or # must be enclosed in
single quotes. The first character cannot be a number. Check the
documentation for your relational manager for any additional restrictions.

In the following example, the cursor declaration selects rows from a table
named Products with columns for product identification codes and
descriptive labels. A third column, SUGGESTED_PRICE, is used in a
WHERE clause to limit the returned rows to only those in which the
suggested price is greater than $20.00.

sql declare highprice cursor for -
        select Prod_ID, Prod_Name from products -
        where Suggested_Price > 20

If you try to declare a cursor with the same name as one that is already
declared, but with a different SELECT statement, Express Server signals
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an error. You must first free the cursor with a COMMIT or ROLLBACK
statement if you wish to associate it with a different selection.

Input Host Variables

Instead of providing an exact value in the WHERE clause of a SELECT
statement, you can use the value of input host variables. An input host
variable is a value supplied by the host program (Express Server) as a
parameter to the SELECT statement. Note that the value of an input host
variable is assigned when the cursor is opened, as described later in this
chapter, not when it is declared.

In Express Server, an input host variable can be any expression preceded
by a colon. However, if you specify a multidimensional expression, such
as a variable or dimension, Express Server uses the first value in status.
The following are examples of expressions that can be used as input host
variables.

A variable or local variable — :set_price

A dimension — :prod

A qualified data reference —
:units(prod 'p8', geog 'g12', time 't36')

A program argument — :newval

A text expression — :joinchars('first_name' 'last_name')

An arithmetic expression — :intpart(6.3049) + 1

A user-defined function — :getgeog

The following program fragment modifies the SQL command shown
previously. Instead of using an exact value in the WHERE clause, it uses
the value of a local variable named SET_PRICE.

variable set_price short
set_price = 20
            .
            .
            .
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sql declare highprice cursor for -
        select Prod_ID, Prod_Name from Products -
        where Suggested_Price > :set_price

When you use input host variables in a WHERE clause to match the data
in a relational table, Express Server performs any required conversions
between data types wherever conversion is possible.

Conjunctions in a WHERE Clause

Because both Express and SQL include AND and OR as part of their
language syntax, you must use parentheses when using one of these
conjunctions. Otherwise, the command might be ambiguous and produce
unexpected results. Place the parentheses around the input host variable
preceding AND or OR. The following program fragment uses the values
of two arguments to limit the range of values selected for the time
dimension.

arg start_time date
arg end_time date
            .
            .
            .
sql declare addtime cursor for -
        select Timestamp from shipments -
        where Timestamp between :(start_time) -
                and :end_time

If a host variable expression begins with a parenthesis, Express Server
interprets the matching right parenthesis as the end of the host variable
expression. If you plan to add more text to the expression after a matching
right parenthesis, you have to enclose the entire expression with an extra
set of parentheses.

Opening a Cursor
After the SQL DECLARE CURSOR command has associated a cursor
with a selection of data, you use the SQL OPEN statement to get ready to
retrieve the data. These two commands for a particular cursor must appear
in the same Express program, and they cannot contain ampersand
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substitution. The following is the syntax of the SQL command with an
OPEN statement as an argument.

SQL OPEN cursor-name

The SQL OPEN command examines the input host variables (if any) used
in the definition of the specified cursor, determines the cursor’s active set
(i.e., the rows that satisfy the SELECT statement), and leaves the cursor
positioned before the first row of the active set.

A cursor’s active set is determined when it is opened, and it is not updated
later. Therefore, changing the value of an input host variable after
opening its cursor does not affect the cursor’s active set.

Fetching the Selected Data
You use a FETCH statement to retrieve data from a relational database
and bring it into one or more output host variables. An output host
variable is an Express database object that will be used to store the data
retrieved from the relational database. The FETCH statement advances
the cursor position to each subsequent row of the cursor’s active set and
delivers the selected fields into Express database objects. The cursor must
already be declared and open before you can use the FETCH statement.

The following is the syntax of the SQL command using a FETCH
statement as an argument.

SQL FETCH cursor-name INTO output-host-variables

The order of the output host variables must match the order of the
columns in the DECLARE CURSOR statement, and a colon must precede
each output host variable name. An output host variable can be any of the
following expressions, shown with examples.

A variable or local variable — :sales

A qualified data reference —
:units(geog 'g4' prod 'p15' time 't23')

A dimension — :geog
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The variable or dimension receiving the data must already be defined. It
must also have a compatible data type, as explained later in the section
entitled “Matching Data Types .”

Whenever you fetch data into a dimensioned Express variable, you must
include the dimension values in the fetch. While you can add new
dimension values at the same time, you do not need to add them if they
already exist in your Express Server database; instead, you use the
dimension values in the fetch to align the data. When Express Server
writes data into a dimension, it temporarily limits the status of the
dimension to the value being matched or appended. This means that if the
FETCH statement also includes output host variables that are
dimensioned by the specified dimension, Express Server will observe the
temporary status when assigning values to those variables.

Note: Be sure to fetch the dimension values before the values of the
variable. Otherwise, the fetch will not loop through the dimension values.

There are many issues associated with using dimensions as output host
variables. Two sections in this chapter discuss these issues in depth. Refer
to “Using Dimensions as Output Host Variables ” and “Using Conjoints as
Output Host Variables .”

Null values in a relational table are equivalent to NAs in Express Server.
Null values do not pose a problem in Express variables; null values
simply appear as NAs. You cannot, however, have a dimension value of
NA. Express Server discards any rows that have a null value in the
column being fetched into a dimension. Note that Express Server does not
support host indicator variables in the INTO clause of a FETCH
statement. (Indicator variables are required when using embedded SQL in
C and COBOL, which do not normally allow unknown or missing values
in a variable.)

The next example shows the SQL commands that are used to retrieve
dimension labels for the PROD dimension. The FETCH statement stores
descriptive labels in a variable named LABELS.P. The dimension values
have already been fetched from the PROD_ID column of the Products
table to the PROD dimension. They are fetched again only to align the
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values of LABELS.P. Note that the output host variables, PROD and
LABELS.P, must already be defined as objects in the Express database.

variable set_price short
set_price = 20
            .
            .
            .
sql declare highprice cursor for -
        select Prod_ID, Prod_Name from products -
        where Suggested_Price > :set_price
            .
            .
            .
while sqlcode eq 0
        sql fetch highprice into :prod, :labels.p

Closing a Cursor
After you have used a cursor to retrieve all the data in its active set, you
should close the cursor. If you want to use the cursor again to retrieve
data starting from the first row of its active set, you can use the OPEN
statement without having to declare the cursor again. The CLOSE
statement does not cancel a cursor’s declaration; it only renders the active
set undefined. The following is the syntax of the CLOSE statement.

SQL CLOSE cursor-name

Completing a transaction with a COMMIT or ROLLBACK statement
closes all cursors and cancels all cursor declarations.

Using Dimensions as Output Host Variables
When an output host variable is a dimension, Express Server handles
retrieved values based on the keyword that you specify before the host
variable name. You can specify either MATCH (the default) or APPEND
as the keyword.
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SQL FETCH cursor INTO  :APPEND  AFTER value   dimension
                                BEFORE value  
                                FIRST         
                                LAST          
                                              
                       :MATCH                   
                                                

With the MATCH keyword, Express Server fetches only values that are
the same as the existing values of the dimension and signals an error if it
encounters a new value. You use it when fetching data into a variable
whose dimensions are already maintained; the dimension values are
included in the fetch only to align the data.

In the following example, the MATCH keyword is omitted because it is
the default value. The data in the PROD_ID column of the Products table
corresponds to the PROD dimension values in the Express database.
Express Server signals an error if a value from the relational table does
not match any value in the PROD dimension.

while sqlcode eq 0
        sql fetch highprice into :prod, :labels.p

With the APPEND keyword, Express Server adds all values that do not
match the existing values to the list of dimension values. The following
example is the same as the previous one, except that the APPEND
keyword allows new values to be added to the PROD dimension.

while sqlcode eq 0
        sql fetch highprice into :append prod, -
                :labels.p

You can use the position keywords FIRST, LAST, BEFORE, and AFTER
to specify where new dimension values are inserted in the dimension’s
status list. In the next example, new dimension values are added to the
PROD dimension before the value P11.

while sqlcode eq 0
        sql fetch highprice into -
                :append before 'P11' prod :labels.p
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Using Conjoints as Output Host Variables
You can use a conjoint dimension as an output host variable, but you must
ensure that you select the same number of columns from the relational
table as the number of simple (i.e., non-conjoint) base dimensions. The
following conjoint dimension definitions show the number of simple base
dimensions:

Two simple base dimensions:
 
  DEFINE GEOGPROD DIMENSION <GEOG PROD>

Three simple base dimensions:
 
  DEFINE GPC DIMENSION <GEOG PROD CHANNEL>

Three simple base dimensions:
 
  DEFINE GEOGPROD.C DIMENSION <GEOGPROD CHANNEL>

To populate a conjoint dimension, you must select values from the
relational database for each of its base dimensions. In the following
example, the GEOGPROD conjoint has two base dimensions: GEOG and
PROD. Therefore, the SELECT statement specifies two corresponding
columns, STORE_ID and PROD_ID, from two related tables. The
Geography dimension values must be fetched first because GEOG is
specified first in the object definition of GEOGPROD. The program
assumes that the GEOG and PROD dimensions are already populated
with up-to-date values.

sql declare conjoint cursor for -
        select Store_ID, Prod_ID -
        from shipments, shipments_detail -
        where shipments.Order_No -
                = shipments_detail.Order_No
            .
            .
            .
while sqlcode eq 0
        sql fetch conjoint into :append geogprod

Express Server does not automatically update the base dimensions unless
you explicitly specify them as output host variables. To ensure that
current values for both base and conjoint dimensions are retrieved, or to
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retrieve the values for the first time, you can fetch the values for the base
dimensions immediately before you fetch the values for the conjoint
dimension. In the following example, the program lines shown earlier
have been altered to fetch both base and conjoint dimension values.
Notice also that an ORDER  BY clause has been added to the SELECT
statement so that the values will be fetched into the conjoint with
Geography dimension values varying faster than Product dimension
values.

sql declare conjoint cursor for -
        select Store_ID, Prod_ID, Store_ID, Prod_ID -
        from shipments, shipments_detail -
        where shipments.Order_No -
                = shipments_detail.Order_No -
        order by Prod_ID, Store_ID
            .
            .
            .
while sqlcode eq 0
        sql fetch conjoint into :append geog, -
                :append prod, :append geogprod

The number of columns selected from the relational table must match the
number of base dimensions fetched. Four column specifications are in the
SELECT statement. The first two match the two base dimensions, and the
last two match the conjoint dimension itself.

In the next example, the variable V.UNITS is dimensioned by the
conjoint dimension GEOGPROD and the simple dimension TIME. All
dimensions are already maintained. These database objects are described
here.

->describe geogprod time v.units

DEFINE GEOGPROD CONJOINT <GEOG PROD>

DEFINE TIME DIMENSION WEEK ENDING SATURDAY

DEFINE V.UNITS VARIABLE SHORT <GEOGPROD TIME>

The following program fragment fetches the values from four columns
into the three Express objects. To optimize performance when fetching
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values into a multidimensional variable, you should list the columns
corresponding to the dimensions in an ORDER BY clause of the SELECT
statement with the slowest-varying dimension first. In this example, the
fetch results are sorted by Date values first, since the corresponding
TIME dimension is the slowest varying for V.SALES.

            .
            .
            .
sql declare grabdata cursor for -
        select Store_ID, Prod_ID, Timestamp, Units -
        from shipments, shipments_detail -
        where shipments.Order_No -
                = shipments_detail.Order_No -
        order by Timestamp, Prod_ID, Store_ID
            .
            .
            .
while sqlcode eq 0
        sql fetch grabdata into :geogprod, -
                :time, :v.units

Writing Express Server Data to a
Table

You can write data stored in Express variables to a relational table by
using those variables as input host variables in your SQL statements.
When writing multiple records, you should use the PREPARE and
EXECUTE statements so that the same INSERT statement does not have
to be recompiled for each row of data being sent to the table. Following is
the syntax of these statements.

SQL PREPARE statement-name FROM sql-statement
SQL EXECUTE statement-name

PREPARE and EXECUTE must appear in the same program and cannot
include ampersand (&) substitution. You must also use a FOR command
to loop over the dimension values; otherwise, only the first value in status
will be sent.
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The next two examples show how you might insert data into a table.
Suppose that you have been using Express Server to plan the introduction
of a new product line, and now you want to add these new products to
your relational database. You could copy this information from Express
Server into the appropriate relational table. The following are the Express
objects used to store the data.

DEFINE PROD DIMENSION TEXT

DEFINE LABELS.P VARIABLE TEXT <PROD>

DEFINE SUGGEST.P VARIABLE SHORT <PROD>

The next program fragment shows how you would use a FOR loop so that
all product values currently in status are copied to a table named Products.

for prod
        do
        sql insert into products -
                values(:prod, :labels.p, :suggest.p)
        if sqlcode ne 0
                then break
        doend

However, this code will run much more efficiently if the INSERT
statement is compiled with a PREPARE statement. The next example
shows the PREPARE statement being used to compile the INSERT
statement with a name of WRITE_PRODUCTS, which is then run by an
EXECUTE statement within the FOR loop.

sql prepare write_products from -
        insert into products -
                values(:prod, :labels.p, :suggest.p)
            .
            .
            .
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for prod
        do
        sql execute write_products
        if sqlcode ne 0
                then break
        doend

You can also use the values of a multidimensional Express variable to
update the values in a relational table. Using a FOR loop, your Express
program steps through the specified Express dimension value by value,
and uses a WHERE clause to point to the corresponding row in the
relational table. The following program fragment updates only those rows
in the Products table where the values in the PROD_ID column match the
PROD dimension values currently in status.

for prod
        do
        sql update products -
                set Suggested_Price = :suggest.p -
                where Prod_ID = :prod
        if sqlcode ne 0
                then break
        doend

Some relational managers support the WHERE CURRENT OF cursor
clause, which provides a different way of updating relational tables.
Express Server allows this clause for relational managers that support it,
but does not extend the syntax of commands for relational managers that
do not support the WHERE CURRENT OF cursor clause.

Matching Data Types
Whenever you use input or output host variables, you must be sure that
their data types are compatible with the data types of the columns in the
relational table whose data is being accessed. You will get an error if you
try to transfer data between incompatible data types. Compatibility is
primarily the responsibility of the SQL server. Different SQL servers
respond differently to a request from Express Server for data in a
particular format. Some will convert the data to a required format while
others will not. Part 2 of this guide provides basic conversion tables. You
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will also find out about any special considerations that apply only to a
particular relational manager’s use of data types.

However, the occasion might arise when you need to write data to an
Express variable or dimension from a column with an incompatible data
type. As long as the data in the column is appropriate, you can fetch the
row’s values into local variables first. Then you can use the CONVERT
function in Express to change the data type and assign the converted
values to the variable or dimension.

Following are notes about matching general types of data.

Numeric data — You can only fetch numeric column values into
variables with a numeric or boolean data type. When you copy
numeric data, you must pay attention to the degree of precision. If the
host variable or column holds fewer digits, the value will be truncated,
and the truncation might cause a loss of precision.

Text data — Express Server inserts only the first line of a multiline
string into a column. The rest of the text is discarded.

Date data — Numerous rules come into play when you transfer data
with a date data type. If you are using date data types in both the
Express object and the relational table, then Express Server takes care
of the translation within certain guidelines. However, you have to use
the appropriate formats when transferring data between date and text
data types. Keep the following points in mind when working with date
data types:

When Express time dimension values are inserted in a column
with a date data type, the unit of time is converted to the last day
of that time period. For example, Q1.94 in a dimension appears as
31MAR94 in a relational table. When values from a date column
are appended to a time dimension, all intermediate values are also
appended. For example, if you fetch column values of 13OCT94
and 26MAR95 into a MONTH dimension, Express Server will
append OCT94, NOV94, and so forth through MAR95.

When inserting text data from Express Server into a column with
a date data type, the data must be in an acceptable format for the
relational manager. When inserting data with a DATE or other
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time data type, the Express DATEFORMAT setting must be
recognizable to the relational manager.

When fetching text data into a MONTH dimension or DATE
variable, Express Server uses the current setting of the
DATEORDER option to interpret the value. For example, Express
Server could interpret a text value of 12-08-95 as December 8,
1995, or August 12, 1995, depending on the setting of
DATEORDER.

Boolean data — You can use boolean values as input and output host
variables for Express SQL statements. As input host variables,
Express Server treats boolean values as integers with a value of 1
(TRUE) or 0 (FALSE). As output host variables, they can receive
values from any numeric (or bit) column in a relational table. When
Express Server receives boolean values, zero is interpreted as FALSE
and any non-zero value is interpreted as TRUE. For example, if you
wanted to fetch all stores reporting any amount of sales into a boolean
output variable, all columns with non-zero values would be
interpreted as TRUE.

Unsupported data — You cannot fetch a column value that has a
graphic or binary data type.
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Chapter 3

Express Program Examples

This chapter contains short program examples that can provide you with a
starting point for developing your own programs. All of the examples use
the sample database described in Chapter 1.

Note: All sample programs include a comment reminding you to connect
to your relational database. The connection procedure is slightly different
for each relational system. Refer to Part 2 of this guide for sample
programs showing how to establish communications.

The sample programs also include a comment reminding you to begin a
transaction using the appropriate method for your relational system.
Different relational managers vary in the way they begin a transaction.
Some require a BEGIN statement, others require an argument to the
BEGIN statement (such as BEGIN TRAN), and others require no special
statement. Refer to Part 2 of this guide and to the documentation provided
for your relational system.

Fetching Data into Express Server
This section contains examples of fetching data into Express dimensions
and variables.
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Example 1 — Fetching Product Dimension
Values and Labels

The GET_PRODUCTS program fetches product codes and descriptive
labels into the PROD dimension and a text variable named LABELS.P.
Both PROD and LABELS.P have been defined in the database, but do not
yet have values. The SELECT statement of the SQL DECLARE
CURSOR command compares the value of a local variable with the
suggested price for the product to determine whether or not to include a
product in the fetch. Notice that you do not need to use the DISTINCT
keyword in the SELECT statement; Express Server disregards duplicate
values from the fetch when adding dimension values.

->describe prod, labels.p, get_products

DEFINE PROD DIMENSION TEXT
LD Product dimension

DEFINE LABELS.P VARIABLE TEXT <PROD>
LD Product labels

DEFINE GET_PRODUCTS PROGRAM
LD Get product dimension values and labels
PROGRAM
variable set_price short
set_price = 2
trap on error

" Connect to relational database if communications
" have not been established already.
            .
            .
            .
" Begin transaction as appropriate for your relational
" manager.
            .
            .
            .
" Declare a cursor named HIGHPRICE
sql declare highprice cursor for -
        select Prod_ID, Prod_Name from products -
                where Suggested_Price > :set_price
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if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err1 'Declare cursor failed.'

" Open the cursor
sql open highprice
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err2 'Cursor open failed.'

" Fetch the data into the PROD dimension and
" LABELS.P variable
while sqlcode eq 0
        sql fetch highprice into :append prod,-
                :labels.p
if sqlcode ne 0 and sqlcode ne 100
        then signal err3 'Fetch failed.'

" Close the cursor
sql close highprice
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err4 'Cursor close failed.'

show 'Product dimension created.'
update
goto cleanup

ERROR:
show 'Product dimension build failed.'

CLEANUP:
" Free the cursor
sql rollback
END

Example 2 — Fetching Geography Dimension
Values and Labels

This example differs from the previous example in only one respect:  Two
columns of information are needed to describe the geography values
uniquely. Since many of the stores are located in more than one city, the
store name and the city must be combined into a unique descriptive label.
In this example, the store and city names are fetched into temporary text
variables first. Then the JOINCHARS function combines them into text
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for the LABELS.G variable. The temporary variables are discarded at the
end of the program, regardless of whether the program completes
successfully or not.

->describe geog, labels.g, get_geolabels

DEFINE GEOG DIMENSION TEXT
LD Geography dimension

DEFINE LABELS.G VARIABLE TEXT <GEOG>
LD Store and city labels

DEFINE GET_GEOLABELS PROGRAM
LD Get store and city names for geography labels
PROGRAM
define store.g variable text <geog> temp
define city.g variable text <geog> temp
trap on ERROR

" Connect to relational database if communications
" have not been established already.
            .
            .
            .
" Begin transaction as appropriate for your relational
" manager.
            .
            .
            .
" Declare a cursor named GEOLABELS
sql declare geolabels cursor for -
        select Store_ID, Store_Name, City from stores
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err1 'Declare cursor failed.'

" Open the cursor
sql open geolabels
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err2 'Open cursor failed.'

" Fetch the data into the GEOG dimension and
" temporary variables STORE.G and CITY.G
while sqlcode eq 0
        sql fetch geolabels into :append geog, -
                :store.g, :city.g
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if sqlcode ne 0 and sqlcode ne 100
        then signal err3 'Fetch failed.'

" Close the cursor
sql close geolabels
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err4 'Close cursor failed.'

" Maintain the permanent LABELS.G variable
labels.g = joinchars(store.g, ' - ', city.g)
delete store.g city.g
update
show 'Geography dimension and labels maintained.'
goto cleanup

ERROR:
delete store.g city.g
show 'Geography dimension build failed.'

CLEANUP:
" Free the cursor
sql rollback
END

Example 3 — Maintaining the Time Dimension
The GET_TIME program adds new values to the Time dimension, which
is already defined with dimension values. Two arguments define the
range into which the new values must fall. To run the program, you issue
a command like the following one.

->call get_time ('01apr95' '30jun95')

The arguments in this program are defined with a DATE data type,
although a TEXT or ID data type would also work. Express Server passes
these arguments directly to the SQL server, so they must be in a date
format that the SQL server understands. When a program uses a DATE
argument, the DATEFORMAT setting must be acceptable to the SQL
server. When a program uses a TEXT or ID argument to pass a date, you
must make sure to call the program with arguments in a date format that
is acceptable to the SQL server.
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In the sample GET_TIME program, the Express date format is the default
“01JAN95” when Express Server passes the starting and ending dates to
the SQL server. Later in the program, the date format changes to “January
1st, 1995.” Most relational databases do not accept this date format. A
date value passed in this date format would cause the OPEN CURSOR
statement to fail.

GET_TIME fetches the new values from the relational table into a
dimension named NEWTIME instead of TIME. Then, if the fetch fails
while values are being read into Express Server, the database can be
restored easily to its previous state. The new values are added to the
TIME dimension, using a MAINTAIN MERGE command, only after all
values have been fetched successfully.

The GET_TIME program also creates descriptive labels for time periods
by converting the dimension values into more descriptive text. This is
done entirely in Express, using the DATEFORMAT option and the
CONVERT function. The following list will give you an idea of the
various ways date data can be formatted after being fetched into Express
Server.

W12.95 — Date value fetched into an Express dimension with a
WEEK data type.

25MAR95 — Date value fetched into an Express variable with a
TEXT data type. The format is not affected by the current
DATEFORMAT setting.

March 25th, 1995 — Date or text value in Express (either W12.95 or
25MAR95) converted with a date format of ‘<mtextl> <dtl>,
<yyyy>’.

->describe time, newtime, labels.t, get_time

DEFINE TIME DIMENSION WEEK ENDING SATURDAY
LD Time dimension

DEFINE NEWTIME DIMENSION WEEK ENDING SATURDAY
LD Intermediate Time dimension

DEFINE LABELS.T VARIABLE TEXT <TIME>
LD Time descriptions
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DEFINE GET_TIME PROGRAM
LD Get time periods
PROGRAM
arg start_time date
arg end_time date
push dateformat
trap on error

" Connect to relational database if communications
" have not been established already.
            .
            .
            .
" Begin transaction as appropriate for your relational
" manager.
            .
            .
            .
" Declare a cursor named ADDTIME
sql declare addtime cursor for -
    select Timestamp from shipments -
    where Timestamp between :(start_time) and :end_time
if sqlcode ne 0
    then signal err1 'Declare cursor failed.'

" Open the cursor
sql open addtime
if sqlcode ne 0
    then signal err2 'Cursor open failed.'

" Fetch time periods into dimension newtime
while sqlcode eq 0
    sql fetch addtime into :append newtime
if sqlcode ne 0 and sqlcode ne 100
    then signal err3 'Fetch failed.'

" Close the cursor
sql close addtime
if sqlcode ne 0
    then signal err4 'Close cursor failed.'

" Add new time periods to permanent TIME dimension
maintain time merge newtime
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" Create time labels in format of January 1st, 1995
limit time to newtime
dateformat = '<mtextl> <dtl>, <yyyy>'
labels.t = convert(time, date)
show 'Time dimension and labels maintained.'
update
goto cleanup

ERROR:
show 'Time dimension maintenance failed.'

CLEANUP:
" Free the cursor
sql rollback
pop dateformat
maintain newtime delete all
END

Example 4 — Creating a Conjoint Dimension
The GET_GEOGPROD program fetches values for a conjoint dimension
named GEOGPROD and its two base dimensions, GEOG and PROD. It
uses the data in the Shipments_Detail table to identify those store and
product combinations for which there is data. In the Shipments_Detail
table, the PROD_ID column identifies the products that have been
shipped, and the ORDER_NO column, through its relationship to the
ORDER_NO column in the Shipments table, identifies the stores that
have submitted orders.

Notice that the STORE_ID and PROD_ID columns are selected twice:
once for the base dimensions, and once for the conjoint dimension. The
values are sorted by PROD_ID so that they are fetched into GEOGPROD
with GEOG values varying faster than PROD values. The values of
GEOGPROD are shown at the end of this example.

->describe geog, prod, geogprod, get_geogprod

DEFINE GEOG DIMENSION TEXT
LD Geography dimension

DEFINE PROD DIMENSION TEXT
LD Product dimension
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DEFINE GEOGPROD DIMENSION <GEOG PROD>
LD Conjoint of GEOG and PROD base dimensions

DEFINE GET_GEOGPROD PROGRAM
LD Get geography and product conjoint values
PROGRAM
trap on error
allstat

" Connect to relational database if communications
" have not been established already.
            .
            .
            .
" Begin transaction as appropriate for your relational
" manager.
            .
            .
            .
" Declare a cursor named CONJOINT
sql declare conjoint cursor for -
        select Store_ID, Prod_ID, Store_ID, Prod_ID -
        from shipments, shipments_detail -
        where shipments.Order_No -
                = shipments_detail.Order_No -
        order by 2, 1
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err1 'Declare cursor failed.'

" Open the cursor
sql open conjoint
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err2 'Open cursor failed.'

" Fetch the data into GEOG, PROD, and GEOGPROD
while sqlcode eq 0
        sql fetch conjoint into :append geog, -
                :append prod :append geogprod
if sqlcode ne 0 and sqlcode ne 100
        then signal err3 'Fetch failed.'

" Close the cursor
sql close conjoint
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if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err4 'Close cursor failed.'

update
show 'GEOGPROD conjoint maintained.'
goto cleanup

ERROR:
show 'GEOGPROD conjoint maintenance failed.'

CLEANUP:
" Free the cursor
sql rollback
END

->report geogprod

------GEOGPROD-------
   GEOG       PROD
---------- ----------
G4         P9
G5         P9
G6         P9
G7         P9
G8         P9
G9         P9
G11        P9
G12        P9
G13        P9
            .
            .
            .
G67        P33
G68        P33
G69        P33
G72        P33
G73        P33
G74        P33
G76        P33
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Example 5 — Fetching Sales Data
The next example fetches data into a variable named V.UNITS, which is
dimensioned by the GEOGPROD conjoint and the TIME dimension. The
F.UNITS formula, dimensioned by GEOG, PROD, and TIME, will be
used to display the data. Both V.UNITS and F.UNITS are already defined
as Express database objects. Notice that the SELECT portion of the
DECLARE CURSOR statement uses an ORDER BY clause listing the
column with the slowest-varying dimension values first.

This sort order fetches the data in basically the same order that Express
Server will store it, as shown by the following table. The table shows the
results of a the same SELECT statement that was issued using the
interactive interface of a relational manager.

Store_ID Prod_ID   Timestamp              Units
-------- --------- ---------------------- ---------
G17      P10          Jan  7 1995  8:56AM       103
G19      P10          Jan  7 1995  9:02AM        54
G5       P10          Jan  7 1995  9:10AM        69
G17      P11          Jan  7 1995  9:14AM        74
G19      P11          Jan  7 1995  9:23AM        73
G5       P11          Jan  7 1995  9:49AM       197
            .
            .
            .
G51      P32          Oct 21 1995  4:57PM       205
G5       P33          Oct 21 1995  5:04PM       251
G51      P33          Oct 21 1995  5:09PM       257
G5       P9           Oct 21 1995  5:18PM        83
G51      P9           Oct 21 1995  5:22PM       105

->describe v.units, f.units, time, get_units

DEFINE V.UNITS VARIABLE SHORT <GEOGPROD TIME>
LD Units sold

DEFINE F.UNITS FORMULA SHORT <GEOG PROD TIME>
LD Units sold
EQ v.units

DEFINE TIME DIMENSION WEEK ENDING SATURDAY
LD Time dimension
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DEFINE GET_UNITS PROGRAM
LD Fetch units sold data
PROGRAM
trap on error
allstat

" Connect to relational database if communications
" have not been established already.
            .
            .
            .
" Begin transaction as appropriate for your relational
" manager.
            .
            .
            .
" Declare a cursor named GRABDATA
sql declare grabdata cursor for -
        select Store_ID, Prod_ID, Timestamp, Units -
        from shipments, shipments_detail -
        where shipments.Order_No -
                = shipments_detail.Order_No -
        order by Timestamp, Prod_ID, Store_ID
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err1 'Declare cursor failed.'

" Open the cursor
sql open grabdata
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err2 'Open cursor failed.'

" Fetch new values into V.UNITS variable. Use
" dimensions to align data in V.UNITS.
while sqlcode eq 0
        sql fetch grabdata into :geogprod, -
                :time,:v.units
if sqlcode ne 0 and sqlcode ne 100
        then signal err3 'Fetch failed.'

" Close the cursor
sql close grabdata
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err4 'Close cursor failed.'
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update
show 'V.UNITS variable populated.'
goto cleanup

ERROR:
show 'V.UNITS data incomplete.'

CLEANUP:
" Free the cursor
sql rollback
END

Writing Express Server Data to a
Relational Table

This section contains examples of using data stored in Express Server to
change the contents of tables in a relational database.

Example 6 — Inserting New Rows
The CREATE_PRODUCTS program defines a new table in the relational
database and populates it with data from Express Server. It uses
PREPARE and EXECUTE statements so that the INSERT statement will
not have to be recompiled for each dimension value.

->describe prod, labels.p, suggest.p, create_products

DEFINE PROD DIMENSION TEXT
LD Products

DEFINE LABELS.P VARIABLE TEXT <PROD>
LD Descriptive product names

DEFINE SUGGEST.P VARIABLE SHORT <PROD>
LD Suggested price
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DEFINE CREATE_PRODUCTS PROGRAM
LD Create Products table
PROGRAM
trap on error

" Connect to relational database if communications
" have not been established already.
            .
            .
            .
" Create the products table using appropriate
" data types for the relational manager
sql create table products -
        (Prod_ID           text data type , -
         Prod_Name         text data type , -
         Suggested_Price   decimal data type )
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err1 'Create table failed.'

" Prepare the INSERT statement with a statement name
" of WRITE_PRODUCTS
sql prepare write_products from insert into products -
        values(:prod, :labels.p, :suggest.p)
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err2 'Prepare table failed.'

" Begin transaction as appropriate for your relational
" manager.
            .
            .
            .
" Loop over PROD dimension to execute INSERT statement
" for each product value in status
for prod
        do
        sql execute write_products
        if sqlcode ne 0
               then break
        doend
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err3 'Insert data failed.'
" Save changes to the products table
sql commit
show 'Products table populated.'
return
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ERROR:
" Discard all changes to relational database
sql rollback
sql drop table products
show 'Products table discarded.'
END

Example 7 — Updating Rows Using a FOR Loop
The UPDATE_PRODS program sets the status of the PROD dimension
to a value specified when you call the program. To run the program, you
would issue a command like the one shown here.

->call update_prods ('last 5')

UPDATE_PRODS uses a FOR command to loop over the selected
products. The SQL UPDATE command updates the SUGGEST.P column
of the Products table with the values from an Express variable named
SUGGEST.P.

->describe prod, suggest.p, update_prods

DEFINE PROD DIMENSION TEXT
LD Products

DEFINE SUGGEST.P VARIABLE SHORT <PROD>
LD Suggested price

DEFINE UPDATE_PRODS PROGRAM
LD Update products table
PROGRAM
arg _prodlist text
trap on error
push prod
limit prod to &_prodlist

" Connect to relational database if communications
" have not been established already.
            .
            .
            .
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" Begin transaction as appropriate for your relational
" manager.
            .
            .
            .
" Loop over products in status to update table
for prod
        do
        sql update products set -
                Suggested_Price = :suggest.p -
                where Prod_ID = :prod
        if sqlcode ne 0
                then break
        doend
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err 'Update data in table failed.'

" Save changes to the products table
sql commit
show 'Products table updated.'
goto cleanup

ERROR:
" Discard all changes to the products table
sql rollback
show 'Product table was not updated.'

CLEANUP:
pop prod
END

To improve performance, you should modify this program to use
PREPARE and EXECUTE, as shown in the following program fragment.

sql prepare new_prices from update products -
        set Suggested_Price = :suggest.p -
        where Prod_ID = :prod
            .
            .
            .
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for prod
        do
        execute new_prices
        if sqlcode ne 0
                then break
        doend
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Chapter 4

ORACLE Databases

In this chapter, you will learn how to issue SQL statements to an
ORACLE SQL server from Express Server. It assumes that you are
already familiar with the general information provided in Part 1. This
chapter covers the following topics:

Establishing communications

Using stored procedures

Matching data types

Express Server support for ORACLE servers is based on ORACLE7 . If
you are using a different version of ORACLE server, you might still be
able to communicate with it from Express Server. Call Oracle OLAP
Products Technical Support for more information.

To learn more about the ORACLE7 server, refer to the PL/SQL User’s
Guide and Reference and the ORACLE7 Server SQL Language Reference
Manual by Oracle Corporation.

Making Contact
Chapter 2 introduces the basic steps for opening communications with a
relational manager. This chapter explains how to open communications
with an ORACLE7 server.

Before trying to make contact for the first time, you should verify that you
have the correct setup for Express Server and ORACLE7 to communicate
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with each other. First, try using the ORACLE7 interactive interface,
SQL*Plus, to access your relational database. If you have not used
ORACLE7 before, you will need to get access rights from your
ORACLE7 system administrator. Second, you should confirm, if
possible, that Express Server was installed with ORACLE SQL support.
Otherwise, you will get an Express error message when you try to
connect. If this occurs, your Express Server system administrator will
need to reinstall Express Server with ORACLE SQL support before you
can proceed.

The CONNECT statement in ORACLE7 identifies the user’s name and
password. It has the following syntax in Express.

SQL CONNECT username [IDENTIFIED BY password]

The username and password can be different from the ones you use to log
into the host computer. Normally, you will connect to the default database
defined for your user name.

However, you can connect to a different database by including its name
immediately after your user identification. The database name follows the
password or, if no password is required, the user name. The following
syntax statements identify the position of the database name. Notice the
use of an at sign (@) and single quotes.

SQL CONNECT username IDENTIFIED BY 'password@database'

SQL CONNECT 'username@database'

The exact syntax of the database name argument depends on the
SQL*Net communications protocol used by your ORACLE7
installation. Your ORACLE7 database administrator can provide you with
the correct syntax.

The combined length of the user name, password, and the database name
cannot exceed 120 characters.
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To open communications with ORACLE7 from Express Server:

 1. Set the SQL.DBMS option to ORACLE.
 
  ->sql.dbms = 'oracle'

 2. If you wish, you can display messages from ORACLE7 automatically
as they occur by setting the SQLMESSAGES option to YES.

 
  ->sqlmessages = yes

 3. Issue a SQL CONNECT command to access the SQL server and
specify your SQL user ID and password. The following example
connects a user named SCOTT with a password of TIGER.

 
  ->sql connect scott identified by tiger

  The next example connects SCOTT to the default database on a node
named JUNGLE.

 
  ->sql connect scott identified by 'tiger@d:jungle'

If you routinely establish a connection between Express Server and
ORACLE7, you will want to write a program like the following one.

DEFINE INIT_ORACLE PROGRAM
LD Attach to ORACLE
PROGRAM
sql.dbms = 'oracle'
sqlmessages = yes
sql connect scott identified by 'tiger@d:jungle'
if sqlcode eq 0
    then show 'You are connected to ORACLE7.'
    else show 'Connection failed.'
END

Issuing SQL Statements
ORACLE7 has an additional FOR UPDATE clause in the SELECT
statement. Express supports this syntax in a cursor declaration so that you
can update or delete data associated with the cursor. Express also supports
the WHERE CURRENT OF cursor clause in UPDATE and DELETE
statements for interactive modifications to a table.
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Defining Transactions
Express Server ignores savepoints. If your program sets a savepoint and
issues a ROLLBACK TO savepoint command, Express Server rolls back
all SQL commands in the current transaction and ends the transaction.

Using Stored Procedures
Express Server provides support for ORACLE7 stored procedures and
triggers. They cannot contain SELECT statements. A stored procedure
called from Express Server cannot contain output variables or
transactions, nor can it call another procedure.

You can create a stored procedure or trigger at the Express Server
command line, in an Express program, or outside of Express Server. The
following example shows the Express syntax for creating a procedure
named NEW_PRODUCTS.

sql create procedure new_products -
        (id char, name char, cost number) is -
        price number~ -
    begin -
    price ::= cost * 2.5~ -
    insert into products -
        values(id, name, price)~ -
    end~

Notice that the Express syntax differs slightly from the standard
ORACLE7 syntax. Express requires a tilde (~) instead of a semicolon as a
terminator, and two colons instead of one in an assignment statement.

You use a PROCEDURE statement to run a stored procedure, using the
following syntax.

SQL PROCEDURE procedure-name (arg1, arg2, arg3, .  . .)

The arguments can be literal text or input host variables. If you use input
host variables, be sure to use a colon before the variable name. Also be
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sure to use the same number of arguments with appropriate data types for
the parameters defined in the procedure.

The following command uses the NEW_PRODUCTS procedure to insert
a single row in the Products table.

->sql procedure new_products -
        (P81, '8mm Camcorder', 279.58)

The ADD_PRODS program runs the same procedure, but inserts data
stored in Express dimensions and variables into the Products table. A
FOR loop is required to loop over all of the values in status.

->describe add_prods

DEFINE ADD_PRODS PROGRAM
LD Add new products using stored procedure NEW_PRODUCTS
PROGRAM
arg newprods text
trap on error
push prod
limit prod to &newprods

" Loop over PROD to insert the data
for prod
    do
    sql procedure new_products(:prod, :labels.p,-
        :cost.p)
    if sqlcode ne 0
        then break
    doend
if sqlcode ne 0
    then signal err1 'Insert data into table -
        failed.'

" Save new data in Products table
sql commit
show 'New products added to products table'
goto cleanup

ERROR:
" Discard changes to Products table
sql rollback
show 'No new products added to products table.'
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CLEANUP:
pop prod
END

To call ADD_PRODS, you issue a command like the following to set the
status of PROD to include only the values you wish to update.

->call add_prods('last 5')

Matching Data Types
ORACLE7 uses a mix of standard and unique data types. The equivalent
data types for Express dimensions and variables are listed in Table  4.1.
Express data types are defined in the Express Language Reference under
the DEFINE command. See the PL/SQL User’s Guide and Reference for
descriptions of ORACLE7 data types.

Table 4.1  Data Type Equivalents

ORACLE7 Express Dimensions Express Variables

CHAR TEXT [WIDTH n], ID TEXT [WIDTH n], ID,
BOOLEAN (see notes below)

DATE DAY, WEEK, MONTH,
QUARTER, YEAR, TEXT

DATE, TEXT (see notes
below)

DEC, DECIMAL, DOUBLE
PRECISION, FLOAT,
NUMERIC, REAL

N/A DECIMAL

INT, INTEGER INTEGER

LONG N/A TEXT

NUMBER N/A INTEGER,
SHORTINTEGER,
DECIMAL, SMALLDECIMAL

RAW N/A N/A

ROWID N/A N/A

SMALLINT INTEGER (see notes) SHORTINTEGER,
BOOLEAN (see notes below)

VARCHAR2 TEXT TEXT
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The following notes provide additional information about copying data
between Express Server and ORACLE7.

Boolean Data

ORACLE7 does not have a data type equivalent to the Express
BOOLEAN data type. However, you can copy data between BOOLEAN
variables and either character or integer columns, such as CHAR(1) and
SMALLINT. ORACLE7 stores the data as ones (1) and zeros (0) in both
character and integer columns.

Date Data

When writing text to a DATE column, the text must be in the default date
format of DD MMM YY. You can use slashes (/) or hyphens (-) as
separators, as well as spaces. If the data is in a different format, you can
use the ORACLE7 TO_DATE function in your SQL INSERT command.
In the following example, TODAY is a text variable containing the
current date in the format of “March 16, 1995.”

sql insert into shipments(Timestamp) -
        values(TO_DATE(:today, 'Month DD, YYYY')

Refer to your ORACLE7 documentation for information about using the
TO_DATE function.

Text Data

You can retrieve the entire contents of VARCHAR2 and LONG columns
into Express TEXT variables. The maximum size in ORACLE7 is 2k
bytes for VARCHAR2 columns and 2 gigabytes for LONG columns.
Express Server inserts newline characters in an output host variable
whenever it encounters carriage returns (ASCII code 13) or line feeds
(ASCII code 10). Express Server also inserts a newline character
whenever its maximum line length of 498 bytes is reached.

To insert more than 2k bytes of text data from Express Server to a LONG
column, use the WIDE keyword before the name of the input host
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variable. With this keyword, the maximum size is 65k bytes. Express
Server truncates longer values. The following is the syntax of the WIDE
keyword.

:WIDE input-host-variable

The input host variable must have a TEXT data type. The following
example shows the contents of an Express variable, TEXTVAR, being
inserted into a LONG column, COL1 of TABLE1.

sql insert into table1(col1) values(:wide textvar)

Express Server passes data with the WIDE keyword to ORACLE7 as
LONG data. (Otherwise, text data is passed as VARCHAR2.) ORACLE7
imposes some restrictions on the LONG data type. Express Server will
not signal an error if you violate these restrictions. However, you might
get unexpected results. Refer to the ORACLE7 manuals for information
about restrictions on the LONG data type.

You can calculate the number of characters that will be sent to ORACLE7
from an input host variable by using the following formula.

NUMCHARS(variable) + 2 * (NUMLINES(variable) - 1)

For example, the following command displays the number of characters
that will be sent using BIGVAR as the input host variable.

->show numchars(bigvar) + 2 * (numlines(bigvar) -1)

This formula counts the extra carriage return and line feed characters that
Express Server inserts between lines when passing the text to ORACLE7.
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Chapter 5

SYBASE Databases

In this chapter, you will learn how to issue SQL statements to a
SYBASE SQL server from Express Server. It assumes that you are
already familiar with the general information provided in Part 1. This
chapter covers the following topics:

Establishing communications

Defining transactions

Creating and executing stored procedures

Matching data types

Copying SYBASE tables

Express support for SYBASE servers is based on SYBASE 4. If you are
using a later version of SYBASE, you will still be able to communicate
with it from Express Server to the extent that the version you are using is
compatible with SYBASE 4. For example, SYBASE 10 supports cursors,
but the Express support for cursors was implemented before this
extension of the language in SYBASE.

To learn more about SYBASE, refer to the Transact-SQL User’s Guide
by Sybase, Inc. This manual does not include discussions of embedded or
dynamic SQL, so you might find it helpful to read a textbook that covers
these topics, such as Using SQL by Groff and Weinberg (McGraw-Hill,
1990).
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Issuing SQL Statements in Express
Express support for SYBASE has the following restrictions when
defining a cursor:

Cursor names cannot begin with an underscore.

SYBASE 4 does not support the WHERE CURRENT OF cursor
clause, and Express does not extend this support.

Making Contact
Chapter 2 introduces the basic steps for opening communications with a
relational manager. This chapter explains how to open communications
with SYBASE.

Before trying to make contact for the first time, you should verify that you
have the correct setup for Express Server and SYBASE to communicate
with each other. First, try using the SYBASE interactive interface,
Transact-SQL, to access your relational database. If you have not used
SYBASE before, you will need to get access rights from your SYBASE
system administrator. Second, you should confirm if possible that Express
Server was installed with SYBASE support. Otherwise, you will get an
Express error message when you try to connect. If this occurs, your
Express Server system administrator will need to reinstall Express Server
with SYBASE support before you can proceed.

The CONNECT statement in SYBASE identifies the user’s name and
password. It has the following syntax in Express.

SQL CONNECT username IDENTIFIED BY password

The username and password can be different from the ones you use to log
into the host computer. If your SYBASE installation has more than one
server, you will normally connect to the one defined as the default server
for your user name. However, you can connect to a different server by
including the server name along with your user name, using the format
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'userid@server' . Notice the use of an “at” sign (@) to separate the
user and server names, and the single quotes enclosing the two names.

A server name cannot be longer than 15 characters, and a password and
user ID cannot be longer than 30 characters each.

When you connect to SYBASE, you will have access to the default
database for your user name. To switch to a different database, issue a
USE statement. If you work in a database before switching to another
one, the USE statement forces a ROLLBACK on all cursors.

When communicating with SYBASE, you can have a maximum of 16
declared cursors simultaneously in a logical unit of work. For each cursor,
Express opens a process. Note that all of these processes are for the
current database; you cannot define cursors for two different databases
simultaneously.

You can save system resources by reducing the number of declared
cursors to the number your program actually needs. When SQL.DBMS is
set to SYBASE, the MAXCURSORS option is read/write so that you can
change the maximum number of cursors instead of simply verifying the
number allocated.

To change the number of cursors, you should set the value of
MAXCURSORS before issuing a CONNECT statement. After making
contact, check MAXCURSORS to verify that the operating system
allocated the required number of cursors; it might allocate a smaller
number if system resources are in high demand. Your program should be
able to handle this event, possibly by issuing a message and terminating,
if insufficient cursors are allocated. The following procedure includes
these steps.

To open communications with SYBASE from Express Server:

 1. Set the SQL.DBMS option to SYBASE.
 
  ->sql.dbms = 'sybase'

 2. If you wish, you can display messages from SYBASE automatically
as they occur by setting the SQLMESSAGES option to YES.

 
  ->sqlmessages = yes
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 3. Set the maximum number of cursors you wish to be allocated. The
following command allows two cursors to be open simultaneously.

 
  ->maxcursors = 2

 4. Issue a SQL CONNECT command using your SYBASE user ID and
password. (These might be different from the ones you use to log into
the host computer.) The following example uses CINDERELLA as
the user ID and SLIPPER as the password.

 
  ->sql connect cinderella identified by slipper

  The next example connects the same user to a server named HOME.
 
  ->sql connect 'cinderella@home' -
  Continue>identified by slipper

 5. Check that the system has allocated resources for a sufficient number
of cursors.

 
  ->show maxcursors

 6. If you wish to use a different database than the one defined by
SYBASE as your default, issue a USE statement. The following
command accesses the PUBS database.

 
  ->sql use pubs

If you routinely establish a connection between Express Server and
SYBASE, you will want to write a program like the following one.

->describe init_sybase

DEFINE INIT_SYBASE PROGRAM
LD Attach to SYBASE
PROGRAM
sql.dbms = 'sybase'
sqlmessages = yes
maxcursors = 2
sql connect cinderella identified by slipper
show joinchars('Cursors available: ' maxcursors)
if sqlcode eq 0
        then show 'You are connected to SYBASE.'
        else show 'Connection failed.'
END
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Defining Transactions
SYBASE contains several extensions to SQL to support transaction
processing. In addition to the standard BEGIN statements, Express
recognizes BEGIN TRAN and BEGIN TRANSACTION. It does not
recognize COMMIT TRANSACTION, SAVE TRANSACTION, or
ROLLBACK TRANSACTION.

Using Stored Procedures
Express supports SYBASE’s stored procedures and triggers under the
following conditions. The stored procedure or trigger cannot contain
transactions, nor can it call another stored procedure. You can create the
stored procedure at the Express Server command line, in an Express
program, or outside of Express Server. The method you use to run the
stored procedure from Express Server differs depending on whether the
stored procedure contains SELECT statements.

Stored Procedures Without SELECT
Statements

From Express Server, you can execute a stored procedure such as the
NEW_PRODUCTS procedure shown here. The example shows the
Express syntax for defining the stored procedure, although it could, of
course, be defined through ISQL or another interface.

sql create procedure new_products -
        @id varchar(10), -
        @name varchar(30), -
        @price smallmoney, -
        as insert into products -
                values(@id, @name, @price)

You use a PROCEDURE statement to run a stored procedure that does
not contain a SELECT statement. It has the following syntax:

SQL PROC[EDURE] procedure-name (arg1, arg2, arg3, .  . .)
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The arguments can be literal text or input host variables. If you use input
host variables, be sure to use a colon before the variable name. Also, be
sure to use the same number of arguments with appropriate data types for
the parameters defined in the stored procedure.

The following command uses the NEW_PRODUCTS stored procedure to
insert a single row in the Products table.

->sql proc new_products(P81, '8mm Camcorder', 698.95)

The ADD_PRODS program shown below runs the same stored
procedure, but inserts data stored in Express dimensions and variables
into the Products table. A FOR command is required to loop over all of
the values in status. Note that the PREPARE and EXECUTE statements
that you normally use when inserting Express data are not used in a stored
procedure.

->describe add_prods

DEFINE ADD_PRODS PROGRAM
LD Add new products using stored procedure NEW_PRODUCTS
PROGRAM
arg newprods text
trap on error
push prod
limit prod to &newprods

" Connect to SYBASE if communications have not been
" established already.
            .
            .
            .
" Begin the transaction
sql begin tran

" Loop over prod to insert the data
for prod
    do
    sql procedure new_products(:prod, :labels.p,-
        :suggest.p)
    if sqlcode ne 0
        then break
    doend
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if sqlcode ne 0
    then signal err1 'Insert data into table -
        failed.'

" Save new data in products table
sql commit
show 'New products added to products table.'
goto cleanup

error:
" Discard changes to Products table
sql rollback
show 'No new products added to products table.'

cleanup:
pop prod
END

To call ADD_PRODS, you issue a command like the following, which
sets the status of PROD.

->call add_prods('last 5')

Stored Procedures with SELECT Statements

You must declare a cursor for any stored procedure that contains
SELECT statements, using the following command syntax.

SQL DECLARE cursor-name CURSOR FOR -
        PROCEDURE procedure-name

The GET_SALES program shows how to declare a cursor to execute a
stored procedure containing one SELECT statement. The program
includes the code for creating the SALES_DOLLARS procedure,
although the procedure could be created using a different interface.

->describe v.sales get_sales

DEFINE V.SALES VARIABLE DECIMAL <GEOGPROD TIME>
LD Sales in dollars
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DEFINE GET_SALES PROGRAM
LD Actual sales in dollars
PROGRAM
trap on error
push time geog prod geogprod
allstat

" Connect to SYBASE if communications have not been
" established already.
            .
            .
            .
" Create a stored procedure named sales_dollars
sql create proc sales_dollars as -
    select Store_ID, Prod_ID, Timestamp, -
      Selling_Price -
    from shipments, shipments_detail -
    where shipments.Order_No -
        = shipments_detail.Order_No -
    order by Timestamp, Prod_ID, Store_ID
if sqlcode ne 0
    then signal err1 'Create procedure failed.'

" Begin the transaction
sql begin tran

" Declare a cursor named getdollars
sql declare getdollars cursor for -
    procedure sales_dollars
if sqlcode ne 0
    then signal err2 'Declare cursor failed.'

" Open the cursor
sql open getdollars
if sqlcode ne 0
    then signal err3 'Open cursor failed.'

" Fetch the data into the v.sales variable
while sqlcode eq 0
    sql fetch getdollars into :geogprod, :time, -
        :v.sales
if sqlcode ne 0 and sqlcode ne 100
    then signal err4 'Fetch failed.'
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" Close the cursor
sql close getdollars
if sqlcode ne 0
    then signal err5 'Close cursor failed.'

update
show 'V.SALES variable populated.'
goto cleanup

error:
show 'V.UNITS data incomplete.'

cleanup:
" Free the cursor and delete the procedure
sql rollback
pop geog prod time geogprod
END

The next example shows the syntax for handling multiple SELECT
statements in a stored procedure. The GET_ALL program creates the
stored procedure, although it could have been defined already in some
other way.

->describe get_all

DEFINE GET_ALL PROGRAM
LD Populate GEOG,PROD, and GEOGPROD
PROGRAM
trap on error
allstat

" Connect to SYBASE if communications have not been
" established already.
            .
            .
            .
" Create procedure geog_prod
sql create proc geog_prod as -
    select Prod_ID from products -
    select Store_ID from stores -
    select Store_ID, Prod_ID -
        from shipments, shipments_detail -
        where shipments.Order_No = -
            shipments_detail.Order_No -
        order by 2, 1
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if sqlcode ne 0
    then signal err1 'Create procedure failed.'

"Begin the transaction
sql begin tran

" Declare cursor get_dims
sql declare get_dims cursor for procedure geog_prod
if sqlcode ne 0
    then signal err2 'Declare cursor failed.'

" Open the cursor
sql open get_dims
if sqlcode ne 0
    then signal err3 'Open cursor failed.'

" Fetch product codes from first SELECT into PROD
while sqlcode eq 0
    sql fetch get_dims into :append prod

" Fetch store codes from second SELECT into GEOG
if sqlcode eq 100
    then do
    sql fetch get_dims into :append geog
    while sqlcode eq 0
        sql fetch get_dims into :append geog
    doend

" Fetch store and product codes from third SELECT into
" GEOGPROD conjoint
if sqlcode eq 100
    then do
    sql fetch get_dims into :append geogprod
    while sqlcode eq 0
        sql fetch get_dims into :append geogprod
    doend
if sqlcode ne 100
    then signal err4 'Fetch failed.'

" Close the cursor
sql close get_dims
if sqlcode ne 0
    then signal err5 'Close cursor failed.'
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" Save Express Server database
update
show 'GEOG and PROD dimensions and conjoint -
    maintained.'
goto cleanup

error:
show 'GEOG and PROD dimension maintenance failed.'
show sqlerrm

cleanup:
" Free the cursor
sql rollback
END

Matching Data Types
SYBASE supports a mix of standard and unique data types. The closest
equivalent data types for Express dimensions and variables are listed in
Table 5.1. Express data types are described in the Express Language
Reference under the DEFINE command. See the Transact-SQL User’s
Guide for descriptions of SYBASE data types.

Table 5.1  Data Type Equivalents

SYBASE Columns Express Dimensions Express Variables

binary, varbinary, image N/A N/A

bit N/A BOOLEAN (see notes below)

char TEXT WIDTH n, ID TEXT WIDTH n, ID

datetime, smalldatetime DAY, WEEK, MONTH,
QUARTER, YEAR

DATE (see notes below)

float N/A DECIMAL

int (integer) N/A INTEGER

money, smallmoney N/A DECIMAL

smallint, tinyint INTEGER (see notes) SHORTINT

timestamp N/A N/A

varchar, text TEXT TEXT
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The following notes provide additional information about compatibility
between SYBASE and Express data types.

Boolean data — To insert data from an Express BOOLEAN variable
into a SYBASE bit column, you must first set the following options.

 
  NOSPELL = '0'
  YESSPELL = '1'

Date Data — Data in a DATETIME column has the default format of
“Jan 31 1995 10:58PM.” Because Express does not provide the time
of day, SYBASE provides a default of midnight for incoming Express
data. Thus, if you insert a time dimension value such as YR95 into a
SYBASE table, it will appear in SYBASE as “Dec 31 1995
12:00AM.”

Express discards the time stamp when fetching DATETIME data into
a variable or dimension.

Sequential data — You should fetch integer data into an INTEGER
dimension only if the data identifies sequential rows (i.e., row 1, 2, 3,
4, etc.).

Copying Tables
Express supports the SELECT INTO clause for copying tables in
SYBASE databases that have set the SELECT INTO option. The
SYBASE database must also be set up to support SELECT INTO; the
database administrator and database owner have control over whether this
clause can be used in a particular database.

Since this operation does not send output to Express Server, it does not
require a FETCH statement. However, you still need to open and close a
cursor. You should also free the cursor with a ROLLBACK statement,
even though you cannot copy the table within a transaction.

The following program copies all columns from Products to
Small_Products for rows where the suggested price is less than $20.
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->describe copy_table

DEFINE COPY_TABLE PROGRAM
LD Copy a SYBASE table
PROGRAM
trap on error

" Declare a cursor named New_Table. Use SELECT INTO
" to create a new table named Small_Products
sql declare new_table cursor for -
        select * into small_products from products -
        where Suggested_Price < 20
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err1 'Declare cursor failed.'

" Open the cursor
sql open new_table
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err2 'Open cursor failed.'

" Close the cursor
sql close new_table
if sqlcode ne 0
        then signal err3 'Close cursor failed.'

show 'Small_Products table created'
goto cleanup

error:
show 'Table copy failed.'

cleanup:
" Free the cursor
sql rollback
END
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Chapter 6

Ingres Databases

In this chapter, you will learn how to issue SQL statements to an Ingres 

SQL server from Express Server. It assumes that you are already familiar
with the general information provided in Part 1. This chapter covers the
following topics:

Establishing communications

Defining transactions

Creating and executing stored procedures

Matching data types

Express Server support for Ingres is based on Ingres Release 6.4. If you
are using a later version of Ingres, you will still be able to communicate
with it from Express Server to the extent that the version you are using is
compatible with Ingres 6.4.

To learn more about Ingres, refer to  the Ingres/SQL Reference Manual for
the UNIX and VMS Operating Systems, and other manuals in the Ingres
document set.

Making Contact
Chapter 2 introduces the basic steps for opening communications with a
relational manager. This chapter explains how to open communications
with Ingres.
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Before trying to make contact for the first time, you should verify that you
have the correct setup for Express Server and Ingres to communicate with
each other. First, try using the Ingres interactive interface, ISQL, to
access your relational database. If you have not used Ingres before, you
will need to get access rights from your Ingres system administrator.
Second, you should confirm if possible that Express Server was installed
with Ingres support. Otherwise, you will get an Express error message
when you try to connect. If this occurs, your Express Server system
administrator will need to reinstall Express Server with Ingres support
before you can proceed.

The CONNECT statement in Ingres identifies the database you want to
use for all subsequent SQL statements. In Express, the CONNECT
statement has the following syntax. Note that your user ID is an optional
part of the command.

SQL CONNECT [ userid] TO database

The number of cursors that Express Server allows you to open is
controlled by a system variable named MAXCURSORS. The default
value of MAXCURSORS is 16, but you can set it as high as 512. You
cannot, however, open more cursors than the maximum set by your Ingres
system administrator. Try to avoid setting MAXCURSORS to a number
greater than the Ingres limit. Because Express Server allocates some
system resources for maintaining each cursor identified by
MAXCURSORS, you should set MAXCURSORS to the number of
cursors you actually plan to use.

To change the number of cursors, set the value of MAXCURSORS after
setting SQL.DBMS and before issuing a CONNECT statement.

To open communications with Ingres from Express Server:

 1. Set the SQL.DBMS option to Ingres
 
  ->sql.dbms = 'ingres'

 2. If you wish, you can display messages from Ingres automatically as
they occur by setting the SQLMESSAGES option to YES.

 
  ->sqlmessages = yes
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 3. Set the maximum number of cursors that you wish to open
simultaneously.

 
  ->maxcursors = 2

 4. Issue a SQL CONNECT command to access the SQL server and
specify your Ingres database. The following command connects to an
Ingres database named Saturn.

 
  ->sql connect to saturn

If you routinely establish a connection between Express Server and
Ingres, you will want to write a program like the following one.

->describe init_ingres

DEFINE INIT_Ingres PROGRAM
LD Attach to Ingres
PROGRAM
sql.dbms = 'ingres'
sqlmessages = yes
maxcursors = 2
sql connect to saturn
if sqlcode eq 0

then show 'You are connected to Ingres.'
else show 'Connection failed.'

END

Although Ingres supports simultaneous connections to more than one
database, Express Server does not. To use another database, you must
first disconnect from the database to which you are currently attached.
Disconnecting from a database commits all current work and closes all
cursors.

To disconnect from an Ingres database without exiting from Express
Server, use the following command.
->sql disconnect
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Defining Transactions
When defining a transaction, use the standard SQL commands of BEGIN,
COMMIT, and ROLLBACK. Do not use the older Ingres commands of
END TRANSACTION or ABORT. Express Server sends these
commands to Ingres without making the appropriate modifications to
Express structures. While these statements will not cause an error, you
might get unpredictable results after using them.

Express Server ignores savepoints. If your program sets a savepoint and
issues a ROLLBACK TO savepoint command, Express Server rolls back
all SQL commands in the current transaction and ends the transaction.

Issuing SQL Statements
Ingres does not support  the WHERE CURRENT OF cursor clause, and
Express Server does not extend this support.

Using Stored Procedures
You can create and execute stored procedures that do not contain
SELECT statements. The following command creates a stored procedure
named NEW_PRODUCTS. The Express syntax is unique in two areas: it
uses two colons instead of one colon to identify a local variable (instead
of a host variable) in an assignment, and it uses a tilde (~) instead of a
semicolon as a statement terminator.

sql create procedure new_products -
        (id varchar(10), name varchar(30), -
               price money) as -
        begin -
        insert into products -
               values(::id, ::name, ::price)~ -
        return iirowcount~ -
        end
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The return value from a stored procedure (in this example, the value of an
Ingres variable named IIROWCOUNT) is passed to an Express variable
named SQLRET.

You use a PROCEDURE statement with the following syntax to execute
a stored procedure. The stored procedure’s parameters determine the
number and data type of the arguments.

SQL PROCEDURE proc-name [(arg1, arg2, arg3,...)]

For example, the NEW_PRODUCTS procedure must be executed with
three arguments, which provide values for the ID, NAME, and PRICE
internal variables. The following command inserts a single row in the
Products table.

sql procedure new_products(id = 'P81', -
        name = '8mm Camcorder', price = 698.95)

If you want to pass a value of NA to a parameter, you must use a host
variable instead of literal text for the argument. The following example
sets the price of product P88 to NA.

define unitprice decimal
unitprice = na
sql procedure new_products(id = 'P88', -
        name = 'Discontinued Item', price = :unitprice)

The ADD_PRODS program also runs the NEW_PRODUCTS procedure,
but inserts data stored in Express dimensions and variables into the
Products table. A FOR command is required to loop over all values in
status.

->describe add_prods

DEFINE ADD_PRODS PROGRAM
LD Add new products using stored procedure new_products
PROGRAM
arg newprods text
variable rowcount integer
rowcount = 0
trap on error
push prod
limit prod to &newprods
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" Connect to Ingres if communications have not been
" established already.
            .
            .
            .
" Loop over PROD to insert the data
for prod
    do
    sql procedure new_products(id = :prod, -
        name = :name.p, price = :suggest.p)
    if sqlcode ne 0
        then break
    rowcount = rowcount + sqlret
    doend
if sqlcode ne 0
    then signal err1 'Insert data into table failed.'

" Save new data in Products table
sql commit

" Display return value from stored procedure
show joinchars(rowcount  -
    ' products added to Products table.')
goto cleanup

error:
" Discard changes to Products table
sql rollback
show 'No new products added to products table.'

cleanup:
pop prod
END

To call ADD_PRODS, you issue a command like the following, which
sets the status of PROD to include only the values you wish to update.

->call add_prods('last 5')
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Matching Data Types
Ingres uses a mix of standard and unique data types. The equivalent data
types for Express dimensions and variables are listed in Table  6.1.
Express data types are defined in the Express Language Reference under
the DEFINE command. See the Ingres/SQL Reference Manual for
descriptions of Ingres data types.

Table 6.1  Data Type Equivalents

Ingres Columns Express Dimensions Express Variables

c, char, character TEXT WIDTH n, ID TEXT WIDTH n, ID

date DAY, WEEK, MONTH,
QUARTER, YEAR, TEXT
(see notes)

DATE, TEXT

float, float8 N/A DECIMAL

float4, real N/A SHORTDECIMAL

integer, integer4 N/A INTEGER

integer1 INTEGER (see notes) SHORTINT

money N/A SHORTDECIMAL, DECIMAL

object_key, table_key N/A N/A

smallint, integer2 N/A SHORTINT

text, varchar TEXT TEXT

The following notes provide additional information about compatibility
between Ingres and Express data types.

Boolean data — Ingres does not have a data type specifically for
boolean data. If you have a SMALLINT (or other numeric type)
column containing boolean data, you can fetch it into a variable with a
BOOLEAN data type. You can also insert data from a BOOLEAN
variable into a INTEGER1 or other numeric column. You cannot copy
data between a BOOLEAN variable and a column with a CHAR or
other text data type.

Date data — You cannot fetch data from a DATE column into an
Express object with any kind of time data type if the data contains
time-of-day or interval data. You will get an error. Instead, you must
fetch time-of-day or interval data into a TEXT dimension or variable.
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The Express ID data type is too small for most DATE data. However,
you can use an ID data type if the data has a maximum length of 8
characters. Otherwise, the data will be truncated.

Logical keys — You cannot fetch data from or insert data in a column
with an OBJECT_KEY or TABLE_KEY data type. You can,
however, get the equivalent functionality in Express Server by
defining a dimension with an INTEGER data type. You should fetch
integer data into an INTEGER dimension only if the data identifies
sequential rows (i.e., row 1, 2, 3, 4, etc.).
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Chapter 7

Teradata Databases

In this chapter, you will learn how to issue SQL statements to a Teradata
SQL server from Express Server. It assumes that you are already familiar
with the general information provided in Part 1. This chapter covers the
following topics:

Establishing communications

Matching data types

Note: You cannot execute stored procedures or triggers in Teradata from
Express Server.

Express Server support for Teradata is based on Teradata 4.0 and 5.0. If
you are using a different version of Teradata, you might still be able to
communicate with it from Express Server. Contact Oracle OLAP
Products Technical Support for more information.

To learn more about Teradata, refer to the Preprocessor2 Reference
Manual for the DBC/1012 Data Base Computer and other manuals
supplied by Teradata Corporation.

Making Contact
Chapter 2 introduces the basic steps for opening communications with a
relational manager. This chapter explains how to open communications
with Teradata.
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Before trying to make contact for the first time, you should verify that you
have the correct setup for Express Server and Teradata to communicate
with each other. First, try using an interactive interface such as BTEQ to
access your relational database. If you have not used Teradata before, you
will need to get access rights from your Teradata system administrator.
Second, you should confirm, if possible, that Express Server was installed
with Teradata support. Otherwise, you will get an Express error message
when you try to connect to Teradata. If this occurs, your Express Server
system administrator will need to reinstall Express Server with Teradata
support before you can proceed.

The CONNECT statement in Teradata identifies the user’s name and
password. It has the following syntax in Express.

SQL CONNECT [tdp/]username IDENTIFIED BY password

The userid and password can be different from the ones you use to log
into the host computer. If you want to use a Teradata database on a
different Unix system than the one you are logged into, you can use the
optional tdp argument. TDPs are identified in the /etc/host  file on your
local system. The default TDP is “DBC” (or “database computer”), which
identifies your local system. Refer to your Teradata documentation for
more information about TDPs.

You cannot set the value of MAXCURSORS when connecting to
Teradata.

To open communications with Teradata from Express Server:

 1. Set the SQL.DBMS option to TERADATA.
 
  ->sql.dbms = 'teradata'

 2. If you wish, you can display messages from Teradata automatically as
they occur by setting the SQLMESSAGES option to YES.

 
  ->sqlmessages = yes

 3. Issue a SQL CONNECT command using your Teradata user name
and password. The following example uses CINDERELLA as the
user name and SLIPPER as the password

 
  ->sql connect cinderella identified by slipper
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If you routinely establish a connection between Express Server and
Teradata, you will want to write a program like the following one.

->describe init_teradata

DEFINE INIT_TERADATA PROGRAM
LD Attach to Teradata
PROGRAM
sql.dbms = 'teradata'
sqlmessages = yes
sql connect cinderella identified by slipper
if sqlcode eq 0
        then show 'You are connected to Teradata.'
        else show 'Connection failed.'
END

Issuing SQL Statements
Teradata does not support the WHERE CURRENT OF cursor clause, and
Express Server does not extend this support.

Matching Data Types
Teradata uses a mix of standard and unique data types. The closest
equivalent data types for Express dimensions and variables are listed in
Table 7.1. Express data types are described in the Express Language
Reference under the DEFINE command. See Teradata’s Preprocessor2
Reference Manual or DBC/1012 Concepts & Facilities manual for
descriptions of Teradata data types.

When fetching data from Teradata into Express dimensions and variables,
be sure to define the Express objects with sufficiently large data types. In
many cases, Teradata will signal an error rather than truncate a value.
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Table 7.1  Data Type Equivalents

Teradata Columns Express Dimensions Express Variables

BYTE, VARBYTE N/A N/A

BYTEINT N/A BOOLEAN, TEXT WIDTH 2
(see notes below)

CHAR TEXT WIDTH n, ID TEXT WIDTH n, ID

DATE DAY, WEEK, MONTH,
QUARTER, YEAR,
TEXT, ID

DATE, TEXT, ID (see notes
below)

DECIMAL, FLOAT N/A DECIMAL, SHORTDECIMAL

INTEGER INTEGER INTEGER

SMALLINT INTEGER SHORTINTEGER

VARCHAR, LONG
VARCHAR

TEXT TEXT

The following notes provide additional information about copying data
between Express Server and Teradata.

Boolean data — Teradata does not have a data type equivalent to the
Express BOOLEAN data type. However, you can copy data between
BOOLEAN variables and integer columns, such as SMALLINT and
BYTEINT. Teradata stores the data as ones (1) and zeros (0).

DATE data — You can copy data between DATE columns and all
Time data types for dimensions and variables. You can also fetch data
from a DATE column directly into dimensions or variables with
TEXT or ID data types if all of the values are January 1, 1900, or
later.

If you are fetching data from a column with pre-1900 dates into a
TEXT or ID data type, you must declare the cursor with a character
conversion. For example, the following statement converts the
TIMESTAMP column into a 10-byte character string.

 
  sql declare addtime cursor for select -
     Timestamp (char(10)) from shipments

Teradata requires this workaround because it cannot automatically
convert dates prior to January 1, 1900, from its internal format to a
character string.
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Byte data — Do not write Express data into columns with a BYTE or
VARBYTE data type. While Teradata accepts some types of Express
data for these columns, the results are not meaningful.

You can write data from an Express TEXT data type into a BYTEINT
data type only if the data values consist of 1 or 2 digits. You cannot
write alphabetic characters or larger values. See the previous note
about boolean data.
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• Is the information clearly presented?
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topic, chapter, and page number below:
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(617) 768-5600
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